Museums Economics And The Community
Museum Economics and the Community-Susan Pearce 2000-12-01 The second volume in this series focuses upon the relationship
between a museum service and its community, viewed from a range of national and international perspectives, and concentrating upon
new work and new political parameters. The papers include a substantial analysis of museum operations from an economic standpoint,
drawing upon research into the report of the North of England Open Air Museum at Beamish on the local economy. Further papers
consider the influence of recent legislation, the role of performance indicators, and the importance of recent approaches to visitor
evaluation. The volume aims to contribute to, and help to shape, the current debate about the ecoomic and political role of museums in
the community.

Local Economic and Employment Development (LEED) Culture and Local Development-OECD 2005-04-21 This publication
highlights the impact of culture on local economies and the methodological issues related to its identification.

Museums and Community-Elizabeth Crooke 2008-03-10 Combining research that stretches across all of the social sciences and
international case studies, Elizabeth Crooke here explores the dynamics of the relationship between the community and the museum.
Focusing strongly on areas such as Northern Ireland, South Africa, Australia and North America to highlight the complex issues faced by
museums and local groups, Crooke examines one of the museum's primary responsibilities – working with different communities and
using collections to encourage people to learn about their own histories, and to understand other people's. Arguing for a much closer
examination of this concept of community, and of the significance of museums to different communities, Museums and Community is a
dynamic look at a relationship that has, in modern times, never been more important.

Museums and Source Communities-Alison K. Brown 2005-06-28 This volume combines some of the most influential published
research in this emerging field with newly commissioned essays on the issues, problems and lessons involved in collaborating museums
and source communities. Focusing on museums in the UK, North America and the Pacific, the book highlights three areas which
demonstrate the new developments most clearly: the museum as field site or 'contact zone' - a place which source community members
enter for purposes of consultation and collaboration visual repatriation - the use of photography to return images of ancestors, historical
moments and material heritage to source communities exhibition case studies - these are discussed to reveal the implications of crosscultural and collaborative research for museums, and how such projects have challenged established attitudes and practices. As the first
overview of its kind, this collection will be essential reading for museum staff working with source communities, for community members
involved with museum programmes, and for students and academics in museum studies and social anthropology.

Museum Frictions-Ivan Karp 2006-12-07 This third volume in a bestselling series on culture, society, and museums examines the
effects of globalization on contemporary museum, heritage, and exhibition practices.

Museums Involving Communities-Margaret Kadoyama 2018-02-02 Museums Involving Communities: Authentic Connections explores
how museums can become more active and also considers how they might involve members of their local communities in their everyday
work. Examining the key components of the museum–community relationship, this book looks at both the impact of museums on the
cultural and civic lives of local communities and the impact of local communities on the programs, collections, and organizational culture
of museums. Advocating an accessible and inclusive approach to museum management, Kadoyama focuses on the role of museum
leadership in fostering and deepening community relationships. The result offers insights into how relationships between communities
and museums can be forged in practice, how museums can be involved in building healthier communities, and how community
engagement strategies can be developed, implemented, and evaluated successfully. Written by an experienced museum professional with
extensive experience in community involvement and audience development, Museums Involving Communities is key reading for museum
workers looking to make an impact, while building long-term relations with local communities, to the benefit of both museum and
community. It should also be of great interest to students taking courses in museum and heritage studies.

Curating the Future-Jennifer Newell 2016-08-12 Curating the Future: Museums, Communities and Climate Change explores the way
museums tackle the broad global issue of climate change. It explores the power of real objects and collections to stir hearts and minds,
to engage communities affected by change. Museums work through exhibitions, events, and specific collection projects to reach different
communities in different ways. The book emphasises the moral responsibilities of museums to address climate change, not just by
communicating science but also by enabling people already affected by changes to find their own ways of living with global warming.
There are museums of natural history, of art and of social history. The focus of this book is the museum communities, like those in the
Pacific, who have to find new ways to express their culture in a new place. The book considers how collections in museums might help
future generations stay in touch with their culture, even where they have left their place. It asks what should the people of the present
be collecting for museums in a climate-changed future? The book is rich with practical museum experience and detailed projects, as well
as critical and philosophical analyses about where a museum can intervene to speak to this great conundrum of our times. Curating the
Future is essential reading for all those working in museums and grappling with how to talk about climate change. It also has academic
applications in courses of museology and museum studies, cultural studies, heritage studies, digital humanities, design, anthropology,
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and environmental humanities.

Museums, Infinity and the Culture of Protocols-Howard Morphy 2019-10-31 Museums, Infinity and the Culture of Protocols enters a
dialogue about museums’ responsibility for the curation of their collections into an infinite future while also tackling contentious issues
of repatriation and digital access to collections. Bringing into focus a number of key debates centred on ethnographic collections and
their relationship with source communities, Morphy considers the value material objects have to different ‘local’ communities – the
museum and the source community – and the value-creation processes with which they are entangled. The focus on values and value
brings the issue of repatriation and access into a dialogue between the two locals, questioning who has access to collections and whose
values are taken into consideration. Placing the museum itself firmly at the centre of the debate, Morphy posits that museums constitute
a kind of ‘local’ embedded in a trajectory of value. Museums, Infinity and the Culture of Protocols challenges aspects of postcolonial
theory that position museums in the past by presenting an argument that places relationships with communities as central to the future
of museums. This makes the book essential reading for academics and students working in the fields of museum and heritage studies,
anthropology, archaeology, Indigenous studies, cultural studies, and history.

Engaging Communities in Museums-David B. Allison 2019-09-29 Engaging Communities in Museums is designed for museum
professionals who are hungry for information about how to design experiences in partnership with their communities. Providing an
overview of the many ways that museums around the world have begun to listen more attentively to their audience, the book highlights
the importance of listening to community and discusses the idea of relationship-building as an entry point to relevancy. Drawing on
interviews and discussions with museum professionals around the world, as well as tangible, real-world examples, Allison showcases the
many ways that museums, both large and small, are actively working with their communities and also provides a roadmap that
demonstrates how museum professionals can listen more effectively to their audiences as they craft new experiences. The book also
explores the fascinating nexus of community engagement and exhibit and experience development, thus taking museum professionals on
a journey of discovery around community responsiveness and attention to audience. Engaging Communities in Museums provides a
thorough comparison of development models from disparate venues, making the book a must-read for museum professionals who are
looking for purpose and common-sense techniques that can guide their work with the communities that they serve. Students in museum
studies courses will also find the text useful as a primer on community engagement in museums.

Museums and Their Communities-Sheila Watson 2007 Using case studies drawn from all areas of museum studies, Museums and
their Communities explores the museums as a site of representation, identity and memory, and considers how it can influence its
community. Focusing on the museum as an institution, and its social and cultural setting, Sheila Watson examines how museums use
their roles as informers and educators to empower, or to ignore, communities. Looking at the current debates about the role of the
museum, she considers contested values in museum functions and examines provision, power, ownership, responsibility, and institutional
issues. This book is of great relevance for all disciplines as it explores and questions the role of the museum in modern society.

Museums, Refugees and Communities-Domenico Sergi 2021-04-22 Museums, Refugees and Communities explores the ways in which
museums in Germany, The Netherlands and the UK have responded to the complexities and ethical dilemmas involved in discussing the
reasons for, and issues surrounding, contemporary refugee displacements. Building upon an ethnographic study carried out in the UK
with refugees from the Democratic Republic of Congo, the book explores how object-led approaches can inspire new ways of thinking
about and analysing refugees’ experiences and European museums’ work with their communities. Enlarging the developing body of
research on museums’ increasing engagement with human rights and focusing in particular on the social, cultural and practical
dimensions of community engagement practices with refugees, the book also aims to inform growing debates on museums as sites of
activism. Museums, Refugees and Communities offers an innovative and interdisciplinary examination of museum work with and about
refugees. As such, it should appeal to researchers, academics and students engaged in the study of museums, heritage, migration, ethics,
community engagement, culture, sociology and anthropology.

Museum Innovation-Haitham Eid 2021-07-19 Museum Innovation encourages museums to critically reflect upon current practices and
adopt new approaches to their civic responsibilities. Arguing that museums have a moral duty to perform, the book shows how social
innovation can make them more equitable, relevant and impactful institutions. Including contributions from a diverse group of
international scholars, practitioners and researchers, the book investigates the innovative approaches museums are taking to address
contemporary social issues. The volume focuses on the concept of social innovation and individual chapters address a range of crucial
issues, such as climate change; the COVID-19 pandemic; diversity and inclusion; the travel ban; and the repatriation of museum
collections. Exploring the impact that organizational structures have on museums’ aspirations to act as agents for social change, the
book also unpacks how museums can establish sustainable relationships with minority communities. Proposing steps that museums can
take to affirm their relevance as viable community partners, the book breaks down silos and connects ideas across different areas of
museum work. Museum Innovation explores the role of contemporary museums in society. It is essential reading for academics, students
and practitioners working in the museum and heritage studies field. The book’s interdisciplinary nature makes it also an interesting read
for those working in business studies, digital humanities, visual culture, arts administration and political science fields.

Museum Development and Cultural Representation-Jonathan Sweet 2018-10-01 Museum Development and Cultural Representation
critically examines the development of a museum and cultural heritage centre in the indigenous Kelabit Highlands in Sarawak, Malaysia.
Building on their direct involvement in the development of the project, the authors appraise the process in retrospect through a thematic
analysis. Themes covered include the project’s local and international contexts, community involvement and agency, the balance of
tourism and authenticity, and the role of non-local partners. Through their analysis, the authors unpack the complexities of cultural
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representation and identity in heritage design practice, and investigates the relationship between capacity building and agency in
cultural heritage management. Situating the project within international trends in museology, Museum Development and Cultural
Representation offers a valuable case example of a heritage-making process in an indigenous community. It will be of interest to scholars
and students studying cultural representation, as well as communities and museum professionals looking to develop similar projects.

Museums and Communities-Viv Golding 2013-05-09 With contributions from key scholars in a range of disciplines, this engaging new
volume explores the complex issues surrounding collaboration between museums and their communities.

Transforming Museum Management-Yuha Jung 2021-07-26 Museums must change to illuminate the histories, cultures, and social
issues that matter to their local population. Based on a unique longitudinal ethnographic study, Transforming Museum Management
illustrates how a traditional art museum attempted to transform into a more inclusive and community-based institution. Using open
systems theory and the Buddhist concept of mutual causality, it examines the museum’s internal management structure and culture,
programs and exhibitions, and mental models of museum workers. In providing both theoretical and practical foundations to transform
management structures, this accessible volume will benefit stakeholders by proposing a new culture and structure to arts institutions, to
change practice to be more relevant, diverse, and inclusive. This book will be an invaluable resource for researchers and advanced
students of museum studies, cultural management, arts administration, non-profit management, and organizational studies.

Museums without Borders-Robert R. Janes 2015-12-14 Drawing together nearly 40 years of experience, Museums without Borders
presents the key works of one of the most respected practitioners and scholars in the field. Through these selected writings, Robert R.
Janes demonstrates that museums have a broader role to play in society than is conventionally assumed. He approaches the fundamental
questions of why museums exist and what they mean in terms of identity, community, and the future of civil life. This book consists of
four Parts: Indigenous Peoples; Managing Change; Social Responsibility, and Activism and Ethics. The Parts are ordered chronologically
and each begins with an introduction and an overview of the ensuing articles which situates the papers in their historical and cultural
contexts. Using an interdisciplinary approach that combines anthropology, ethnography, museum studies and management theory, Janes
both questions and supports mainstream museum practice in a constructive and self-reflective manner, offering readers alternative
viewpoints on important issues. Considering concepts not generally recognized in museum practice, such as the Roman leadership model
of primus inter pares and the Buddhist concept of mindfulness, Janes argues that the global museum community must examine how they
can meet the needs of the planet and its inhabitants. Museums without Borders?charts the evolving role of the contemporary museum in
the face of environmental, societal and ethical challenges, and explores issues that have, and will, continue to shape the museum sector
for decades to come. This book demonstrates that it is both reasonable and essential to expand the purpose of museums at this point in
history – not only because of their unique characteristics and value to society, but also because of Janes’ respect and admiration for their
rich legacy. It is time that museums assist in the creation of a new, caring, and more conscious future for themselves and their
communities. This can only be done through authentic engagement with contemporary issues and aspirations.

Museums and Community-Elizabeth Crooke 2008-03-10 Combining research that stretches across all of the social sciences and
international case studies, Elizabeth Crooke here explores the dynamics of the relationship between the community and the museum.
Focusing strongly on areas such as Northern Ireland, South Africa, Australia and North America to highlight the complex issues faced by
museums and local groups, Crooke examines one of the museum's primary responsibilities – working with different communities and
using collections to encourage people to learn about their own histories, and to understand other people's. Arguing for a much closer
examination of this concept of community, and of the significance of museums to different communities, Museums and Community is a
dynamic look at a relationship that has, in modern times, never been more important.

Handbook for Museums-David Dean 2013-10-28 Handbook for Museums is the definitive guide of need-to-know information essential
for working in the museum world. Presenting a field-tested guide to best practice, the Handbook is formed around a commitment to
professionalism in museum practice. The sections provide information on management, security, conservation and education. Including
technical notes and international reading lists too, Handbook for Museusms is an excellent manual for managing and training.

Mobile Museums-Felix Driver 2021-04-19 Mobile Museums presents an argument for the importance of circulation in the study of
museum collections, past and present. It brings together an impressive array of international scholars and curators from a wide variety
of disciplines – including the history of science, museum anthropology and postcolonial history - to consider the mobility of collections.
The book combines historical perspectives on the circulation of museum objects in the past with contemporary accounts of their remobilisation, notably in the context of Indigenous community engagement. Contributors seek to explore processes of circulation
historically in order to re-examine, inform and unsettle common assumptions about the way museum collections have evolved over time
and through space. By foregrounding questions of circulation, the chapters in Mobile Museums collectively represent a fundamental shift
in the understanding of the history and future uses of museum collections. The book addresses a variety of different types of collection,
including the botanical, the ethnographic, the economic and the archaeological. Its perspective is truly global, with case studies drawn
from South America, West Africa, Oceania, Australia, the United States, Europe and the UK. Mobile Museums helps us to understand
why the mobility of museum collections was a fundamental aspect of their history and why it continues to matter today. Praise for Mobile
Museums 'This book advances a paradigm shift in studies of museums and collections. A distinguished group of contributors reveal that
collections are not dead assemblages. The nineteenth and twentieth centuries were marked by vigorous international traffic in
ethnography and natural history specimens that tell us much about colonialism, travel and the history of knowledge – and have
implications for the remobilisation of museums in the future.’ – Nicholas Thomas, University of Cambridge 'The first major work to
examine the implications and consequences of the migration of materials from one scientific or cultural milieu to another, it highlights
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the need for a more nuanced understanding of collections and offers insights into their potential for future re-mobilisation.' – Arthur
MacGregor

The Art Museum Redefined-Johanna K. Taylor 2019-10-04 This book presents a critical analysis of the power and opportunity created
in the implementation of community engaged practices within art museums, by looking at the networks connecting art museums to
community organizations, artists and residents. The Art Museum Redefined places the interaction of art museums and urban
neighbourhoods as the central focus of the study, to investigate how museums and artists collaborate with residents and local community
groups. Rather than defining the community solely from the perspective of a museum looking out at its audience, the research examines
the larger networks of art organizing and creative activism connected to the museum that are active across the neighbourhood. Taylor's
research encompasses the grassroots efforts of local groups and their collaboration with museums and other art institutions that are
extending their reach outside their physical walls and into the community. This focus on social engagement speaks to recent emphasis in
cultural policy on cultural equity and inclusion, creative place-making and community engagement at neighbourhood and city-levels, and
will be of interest to students, scholars and policy-makers alike.

Museum Activism-Robert R. Janes 2019-01-10 Only a decade ago, the notion that museums, galleries and heritage organisations might
engage in activist practice, with explicit intent to act upon inequalities, injustices and environmental crises, was met with scepticism and
often derision. Seeking to purposefully bring about social change was viewed by many within and beyond the museum community as
inappropriately political and antithetical to fundamental professional values. Today, although the idea remains controversial, the way we
think about the roles and responsibilities of museums as knowledge based, social institutions is changing. Museum Activism examines
the increasing significance of this activist trend in thinking and practice. At this crucial time in the evolution of museum thinking and
practice, this ground-breaking volume brings together more than fifty contributors working across six continents to explore, analyse and
critically reflect upon the museum’s relationship to activism. Including contributions from practitioners, artists, activists and
researchers, this wide-ranging examination of new and divergent expressions of the inherent power of museums as forces for good, and
as activists in civil society, aims to encourage further experimentation and enrich the debate in this nascent and uncertain field of
museum practice. Museum Activism elucidates the largely untapped potential for museums as key intellectual and civic resources to
address inequalities, injustice and environmental challenges. This makes the book essential reading for scholars and students of museum
and heritage studies, gallery studies, arts and heritage management, and politics. It will be a source of inspiration to museum
practitioners and museum leaders around the globe.

Community, Economic Creativity, and Organization-Ash Amin 2008-09-25 It has long been an interest of researchers in economics,
sociology, organization studies, and economic geography to understand how firms innovate. Most recently, this interest has begun to
examine the micro-processes of work and organization that sustain social creativity, emphasizing the learning and knowing through
action when social actors and technologies come together in 'communities of practice'; everyday interactions of common purpose and
mutual obligation. These communities are said to spark both incremental and radical innovation. In the book, leading international
scholars critically examine the concept of communities of practice and its applications in different spatial, organizational, and creative
settings. Chapters examine the development of the concept, the link between situated practice and different types of creative outcome,
the interface between spatial and relational proximity, and the organizational demands of learning and knowing through communities of
practice. More widely, the chapters examine the compatibility between markets, knowledge capitalism, and community; seemingly in
conflict with each other, but discursively not. Exploring the frontiers of current understanding of situated knowing and learning, this
book is for all those interested in the economic sociology of organizational creativity and knowledge capitalism in general.

The Local Museum in the Global Village-Insa Müller 2020-10-31 In remote areas of Europe, local history museums struggle to
connect with the rapidly changing and increasingly diverse communities around them. Insa Müller asks how these museums can recast
themselves to strengthen the links to their communities. Combining theoretical deliberations, empirical investigations of the case of two
Norwegian islands and a museum experiment, she offers starting points for rethinking the local history museum, while at the same time
providing suggestions for locally adapted museum practice.

Museums as Agents for Social Change-Njabulo Chipangura 2021-04-12 Museums as Agents for Social Change is the first
comprehensive text to examine museum practice in a decolonised moment, moving beyond known roles of object collection and
presentation. Drawing on studies of Mutare museum, a regional museum in Eastern Zimbabwe, this book considers how museums with
inherited colonial legacies are dealing with their new environments. The book provides an examination of Mutare museum’s activism in
engaging with topical issues affecting its surrounding community and Chipangura and Mataga demonstrate how new forms of
engagement are being deployed to attract new audiences, whilst dealing with issues such as economic livelihoods, poverty,
displacement, climate change and education. Illustrating how recent programmes have helped to reposition Mutare museum as a
decolonial agent of social change and an important community anchor institution, the book also demonstrates how other museums can
move beyond the colonial preoccupation with the gathering of collections, conservation and presentation of cultural heritage to the
public. Museums as Agents for Social Change will primarily be of interest to academics and students working in the fields of museum
and heritage studies, history, archaeology and anthropology. It should also be appealing to museum professionals around the world who
are interested in learning more about how to decolonise their museum.

Connecting Museums-Mark O'Neill 2019-10-16 Connecting Museums explores the boundaries of museums and how external
relationships are affected by internal commitments, structures and traditions. Focusing on museums’ relationship with heath, inclusion,
and community, the book provides a detailed assessment of the alliances between museums and other stakeholders in recent years. With
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contributions from practitioners and established and early-career academics, this volume explore the ideas and practices through which
museums are seeking to move beyond what might be called one-off contributions to society, to reach places where the museum is
dynamic and facilitates self-generation and renewal, where it can become not just a provider of a cultural service, but an active
participant in the rehabilitation of social trust and democratic participation. The contributors to this volume provide conceptual critiques
and clarification of a number of key ideas which form the basis of the ethics of museum legitimacy, as well as a number of reports from
the front line about the experience of trying to renew museums as more valuable and more relevant institutions. Providing internal and
external perspectives, Connecting Museums presents a mix of applied and theoretical understandings of the changing roles of museums
today. As such, the book should be of interest to academics, researchers and students working in the broad fields of museum and
heritage studies, material culture, and arts and museum management.

Valuing Detroit’s Art Museum-Jeffrey Abt 2018-07-21 This book explores the perilous situation that faced the Detroit Institute of Arts
during the city's bankruptcy, when creditors considered it a "nonessential asset" that might be sold to settle Detroit's debts. It presents
the history of the museum in the context of the social, economic, and political development of Detroit, giving a history of the city as well
as of the institution, and providing a model of contextual institutional history. Abt describes how the Detroit Institute of Arts became the
fifth largest art museum in America, from its founding as a private non-profit corporation in 1885 to its transformation into a municipal
department in 1919, through the subsequent decades of extraordinary collections and facilities growth coupled with the repeated
setbacks of government funding cuts during economic downturns. Detroit's 2013 bankruptcy underscored the nearly 130 years of fiscal
missteps and false assumptions that rendered the museum particularly vulnerable to the monetary power of a global art investment
community eager to capitalize on the city's failures and its creditors' demands. This is a remarkable and important contribution to many
fields, including non-profit management and economics, cultural policy, museum and urban history, and the histories of both the Detroit
Institute of Arts and the city of Detroit itself. Despite the museum's unique history, its story offers valuable lessons for anyone concerned
about the future of art museums in the United States and abroad.

Museum as Process-Raymond Silverman 2014-09-19 The museum has become a vital strategic space for negotiating ownership of and
access to knowledges produced in local settings. Museum as Process presents community-engaged "culture work" of a group of scholars
whose collaborative projects consider the social spaces between the museum and community and offer new ways of addressing the
challenges of bridging the local and the global. Museum as Process explores a variety of strategies for engaging source communities in
the process of translation and the collaborative mediation of cultural knowledges. Scholars from around the world reflect upon their
work with specific communities in different parts of the world – Australia, Canada, Ghana, Great Britain, New Zealand, Papua New
Guinea, Philippines, South Africa, Taiwan and the United States. Each global case study provides significant insights into what happens
to knowledge as it moves back and forth between source communities and global sites, especially the museum. Museum as Process is an
important contribution to understanding the relationships between museums and source communities and the flow of cultural
knowledge.

Museums, Heritage and Indigenous Voice-Bryony Onciul 2015-07-03 Current discourse on Indigenous engagement in museum
studies is often dominated by curatorial and academic perspectives, in which community voice, viewpoints, and reflections on their
collaborations can be under-represented. This book provides a unique look at Indigenous perspectives on museum community
engagement and the process of self-representation, specifically how the First Nations Elders of the Blackfoot Confederacy have worked
with museums and heritage sites in Alberta, Canada, to represent their own culture and history. Situated in a post-colonial context, the
case-study sites are places of contention, a politicized environment that highlights commonly hidden issues and naturalized inequalities
built into current approaches to community engagement. Data from participant observation, archives, and in-depth interviewing with
participants brings Blackfoot community voice into the text and provides an alternative understanding of self and cross-cultural
representation. Focusing on the experiences of museum professionals and Blackfoot Elders who have worked with a number of museums
and heritage sites, Indigenous Voices in Cultural Institutions unpicks the power and politics of engagement on a micro level and how it
can be applied more broadly, by exposing the limits and challenges of cross-cultural engagement and community self-representation. The
result is a volume that provides readers with an in-depth understanding of the nuances of self-representation and decolonization.

A Companion to Museum Studies-Sharon Macdonald 2011-08-24 A Companion to Museum Studies captures the multidisciplinary
approach to the study of the development, roles, and significance of museums in contemporary society. Collects first-rate original essays
by leading figures from a range of disciplines and theoretical stances, including anthropology, art history, history, literature, sociology,
cultural studies, and museum studies Examines the complexity of the museum from cultural, political, curatorial, historical and
representational perspectives Covers traditional subjects, such as space, display, buildings, objects and collecting, and more
contemporary challenges such as visiting, commerce, community and experimental exhibition forms

Museums and Public Value-Carol A. Scott 2016-04-22 Public Value speaks to our time - to the role that museums can play in creating
civil societies, to the challenges involved in using limited assets strategically, to the demand for results that make a difference and to the
imperative that we build the kind of engagement that sustains our futures. This book assists museum leaders to implement a Public
Value approach in their management, planning, programming and relationship building. The benefits are long term public engagement
and support, which can be used to demonstrate that valuable returns result from public investment in museums. A range of authors from
around the world unpack the concept of Public Value and examine its implications for museums. They situate Public Value within current
management theory and practice, offer tools for implementation, highlight examples of successful practice and examine the evidence of
Public Value that governments seek to inform policy and funding decisions. The book will be required reading for senior professionals in
museums, as well as museum and heritage studies students.
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An American Association for State and Local History Guide to Making Public History-Bob Beatty 2017-10-27 Gain insight into
history organizations of all shapes and sizes in this book, which addresses the opportunities and challenges of public historians’ work
through the prism of the past, present, and future of our communities and institutions, as well as the public history field itself. Featuring
essays from some of the leading thinkers in the profession, this book not only looks at major themes as they relate to historians’ work but
also inspires creativity in how they approach their work in an institutional and personal sense. The themes themselves are important, but
even more important are the articles (presented here as chapters) that amplify the overarching themes. Chapters discuss in-depth and
through real-world examples, the work of history organizations. They specifically focus on the challenges and opportunities that are
important to any nonprofit (or small business)—entrepreneurship, change, transformation, possibility/opportunity, partnerships—but also
those unique to history organizations, leverage the asset of history to: explore place, commemorate the past (and therefore better
understand the present), demonstrate how it is people who make history, and discern how to use the past to chart the future. Together,
An American Association for State and Local History Guide to Making Public History provides a roadmap of the national discussions the
field of history museums and organizations is having regarding its present and the future.

Under Discussion-Donatien Grau 2021-04-28 In almost thirty interviews, Donatien Grau probes some of the world’s most prominent
thinkers and preeminent arts leaders on the past, present, and future of the encyclopedic museum. Over the last two decades, the
encyclopedic museum has been criticized and praised, constantly discussed, and often in the news. Encyclopedic museums are a
phenomenon of Europe and the United States, and their locations and mostly Eurocentric collections have in more recent years drawn
attention to what many see as bias. Debates on provenance in general, cultural origins, and restitutions of African heritage have exerted
pressure on encyclopedic museums, and indeed on all manner of museums. Is there still a place for an institution dedicated to gathering,
preserving, and showcasing all the world’s cultures? Donatien Grau’s conversations with international arts officials, museum leaders,
artists, architects, and journalists go beyond the history of the encyclopedic format and the last decades’ issues that have burdened
existing institutions. Are encyclopedic museums still relevant? What can they contribute when the Internet now seems to offer the
greater encyclopedia? How important is it for us to have in-person access to objects from all over the world that can directly articulate
something to us about humanity? The fresh ideas and nuances of new voices on the core principles important to museums in Dakar, Abu
Dhabi, and Mumbai complement some of the world’s arts leaders from European and American institutions—resulting in some revealing
and unexpected answers. Every interviewee offers differing views, making for exciting, stimulating reading. Includes interviews with
George Abungu, National Museums of Kenya; Kwame Anthony Appiah, New York University; Homi K. Bhabha, Harvard University;
Hamady Bocoum, Musée des Civilisationes Noires, Dakar; Irina Bokova, UNESCO; Partha Chatterjee, Columbia University; Thomas
Campbell, Fine Arts Museum of San Francisco; James Cuno, J. Paul Getty Trust; Philippe de Montebello, New York University; Bachir
Souleymane Diagne, Columbia University; Kaywin Feldman, National Gallery of Art; Marc Fumaroli, Collège de France; Massimiliano
Gioni, New Museum; Michael Govan, Los Angeles County Museum of Art; Camille Henrot, artist; Max Hollein, Metropolitan Museum of
Art; Henri Loyrette, Musée du Louvre; Jean Nouvel, architect; Zaki Nusseibeh, United Arab Emirates; Mikhail Piotrovsky, State
Hermitage Museum; Grayson Perry, artist; Krzysztof Pomian, École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales; Mari Carmen Ramírez,
Museum of Fine Arts, Houston; Fiammetta Rocco, The Economist; Sabyasachi Mukherjee, CSMVS Mumbai; Bénédicte Savoy; Collège de
France; Kavita Singh, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi; Amit Sood, Google Arts & Culture.

Zen and the Art of Local History-Carol Kammen 2014-08-14 Zen and the Art of Local History is an engaging, interactive conversation
that conveys the exciting nature of local history. Divided into six major themes the book covers the scope and breadth of local history: •
Being a Local Historian • Topics and Sources • Staying Relevant • Getting it Right • Writing History • History Organizations Each
chapter features one of Carol Kammen’s memorable editorials from History News. Her editorial is a “call.” Each is followed by a
response from one of more than five dozen prominent players in state and local history. These Respondents include local and public
historians, archivists, volunteers, and history professionals across the kaleidoscopic spectrum of local history. Among this group are
Katherine Kane, Robert “Bob” Richmond, Charlie Bryan, and Cinnamon Catlin-Legutko. The result is a series of dialogues on important
topics in the field of local history. This interactivity of these conversations makes Zen and the Art of Local History a unique offering in
the public history field.

Creative Economies, Creative Communities-Saskia Warren 2016-03-09 Investigating how people and places are connected into the
creative economy, this volume takes a holistic view of the intersections between community, policy and practice and how they are coconstituted. The role of the creative economy and broader cultural policy within community development is problematised and, in a
significant addition to work in this area, the concept of ’place’ forms a key cross cutting theme. It brings together case studies from the
European Union across urban, rural and coastal areas, along with examples from the developing world, to explore tensions in universal
and regionally-specific issues. Empirically-based and theoretically-informed, this collection is of particular interest to academics,
postgraduates, policy makers and practitioners within geography, urban and regional studies, cultural policy and the cultural/creative
industries.

Museums, Health and Well-Being-Helen Chatterjee 2016-04-22 The role of museums in enhancing well-being and improving health
through social intervention is one of the foremost topics of importance in the museums sector today. With an aging population and
emerging policies on the social responsibilities of museums, the sector is facing an unprecedented challenge in how to develop services
to meet the needs of its communities in a more holistic and inclusive way. This book sets the scene for the future of museums where the
health and well-being of communities is top of the agenda. The authors draw together existing research and best practice in the area of
museum interventions in health and social care and offer a detailed overview of the multifarious outcomes of such interactions, including
benefits and challenges. This timely book will be essential reading for museum professionals, particularly those involved in access and
education, students of museums and heritage studies, as well as practitioners of arts in health, art therapists, care and community
workers.
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Handbook of Industry Studies and Economic Geography-Frank Giarratani 2013-12-27 This unique Handbook examines the impacts
on, and responses to, economic geography explicitly from the perspective of the behaviour, mechanics, systems and experiences of
different firms in various types of industries. The industry studies approach all

Mediating Museums-Virginie Rey 2019 This book explores the trajectory of ethnographic museums in Tunisia from the colonial to the
post-revolutionary period, analysing changes and continuities in role, setting and architecture across shifting ideological landscapes.

Djalkiri-Rebecca J. Conway 2021-01-01 “The patterns and designs were laid down on the country and in the minds of Yolŋu by the
ancestral beings at the time of creation. They have been passed on through the generations from our great grandparents, to our
grandparents, to our parents, to us. They are the reality of this country. They tell us all who we are.” — Djambawa Marawili AM Djalkiri
are “footprints" – ancestral imprints on the landscape that provide the Yolŋu people of eastern Arnhem Land with their philosophical
foundations. This book describes how Yolŋu artists and communities keep these foundations strong, and how they have worked with
museums to develop a collaborative, community-led approach to the collection and display of their artwork. It includes contributions
from Yolŋu elders and artists as well as Indigenous and non-Indigenous historians and curators. Together they explore how the
relationship between communities and museums has changed over time. From the early 20th century, anthropologists and other
collectors acquired artworks and objects and took photographs in Arnhem Land that became part of collections at the University of
Sydney. Later generations of Yolŋu have sought out these materials and, with museum curators, proposed a new type of relationship,
based on a deeper respect for Yolŋu intellectual frameworks and a commitment to their central role in curation. This book tells some of
their stories. Featuring over 300 colour images, Djalkiri is published in conjunction with a largescale exhibition of Yolŋu art and culture
at the University of Sydney’s new Chau Chak Wing Museum, opening in November 2020. Spanning almost 100 years of our shared
history, these collections can expand our understanding of the past and help us to shape the future.

Energised, Engaged, Everywhere-Australian Museum 2002

Representing Enslavement and Abolition in Museums-Laurajane Smith 2011-07-25 The year 2007 marked the bicentenary of the
Act abolishing British participation in the slave trade. Representing Enslavement and Abolition on Museums- which uniquely draws
together contributions from academic commentators, museum professionals, community activists and artists who had an involvement
with the bicentenary - reflects on the complexity and difficulty of museums' experiences in presenting and interpreting the histories of
slavery and abolition, and places these experiences in the broader context of debates over the bicentenary's significance and the lessons
to be learnt from it. The history of Britain’s role in transatlantic slavery officially become part of the National Curriculum in the UK in
2009; with the bicentenary of 2007, this marks the start of increasing public engagement with what has largely been a ‘hidden’ history.
The book aims to not only critically review and assess the impact of the bicentenary, but also to identify practical issues that public
historians, consultants, museum practitioners, heritage professionals and policy makers can draw upon in developing responses, both to
the increasing recognition of Britain’s history of African enslavement and controversial and traumatic histories more generally.
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community could build up your near friends listings. This is
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understood, talent does not recommend that you have
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Comprehending as capably as concord even more than extra
will meet the expense of each success. next to, the notice as
capably as acuteness of this museums economics and the
community can be taken as with ease as picked to act.
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